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Abstract—In this work, we propose a memory-efficient
architecture of lifting based two-dimensional discrete wavelet
transform (2-D DWT) for motion-JPEG2000. The proposed 2-D
DWT architecture consists of a 1-D row processor, internal
memory, and a 1-D column processor. The main advantage of
this 2-D DWT is to reduce the internal memory requirement
significantly. For an N×N image, only 2N and 4N sizes of
internal memory are required for the 5/3 and 9/7 filters,
respectively, to perform the one-level 2-D DWT decomposition.
Moreover, it supports both lossless and lossy operation for 5/3
and 9/7 filters with high operation speed. The proposed 2-D
DWT surpasses the existed lifting-based designs in the aspects of
low internal memory requirement. It is suitable for VLSI
implementation and can support various real-time image/video
applications such as JPEG2000, motion-JPEG2000, MPEG-4
still texture object decoding, and wavelet-based scalable video
coding.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been used for a
wide range of applications, such as speech analysis, numerical
analysis, signal analysis, image coding, pattern recognition,
computer vision, and biometrics [1]. The DWT can be viewed
as a multiresolution decomposition of a signal in which it
decomposes a signal into several components in different
frequency bands, requiring a large number of computation and
large internal memory. Moreover, the DWT is a modern
powerful tool for signal processing applications, such as
JPEG2000 still image compression, denoising, region of
interest, and watermarking. To achieve real-time processing, it
is necessary to reduce the memory requirement and
computational complexity to increase the hardware utilization
efficiency. Generally, the realization of the 2-D DWT can be
classified into two categories: convolution-based operation [1]
and lifting-based operation (LDWT) [2]. Because the
convolution-based implementation of DWT has high
computational complexity and large memory requirements,
the lifting-based implementation of DWT was proposed to
overcome drawbacks of the convolution-based DWT [2]. The
lifting-based scheme can provide a low-complexity solution
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for image/video compression applications, such as JPEG2000
[10], motion-JPEG2000 [9], MPEG-4 still image coding [10],
and MC-EZBC [3].
Low transpose memory requirement is the major concerns
in space-frequency domain implementation. Several VLSI
architectures of 2-D LDWT have been proposed to reduce the
transpose memory requirements and communication between
the processors, such as the architectures presented in [11] and
[12]. However, these hardware architectures still need a
quantitative transpose memory. For 9/7 filter with an N×N
image, [11] needs 22N and [12] needs 14N sizes of transpose
memory. In order to reduce the transpose memory further, this
paper proposes a new architecture to efficiently reduce the
sizes of the internal memory to 2N (5/3 filter) and 4N (9/7
filter).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the discrete wavelet transform and lifting scheme for
9/7 filter. Section III describes the proposed one-level 2-D
dual-mode DWT. In Section IV, the performance analysis for
the proposed 2-D dual-mode architecture and comparison
results with other architectures are illustrated. Section V gives
a brief summary.
II.

DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM AND LIFTING-BASED
METHOD

The lifting-based scheme proposed by Daubechies and
Sweldens requires fewer computations than the traditional
convolution-based approach [2]. It is in integer operation but
can avoid the problems caused by the finite precision or
rounding. The Euclidean algorithm can factorize the polyphase matrix of a DWT filter into a sequence of alternating
upper and lower triangular matrices and a diagonal matrix.
The variables h(z) and g(z) in (1) denote the low-pass and
high-pass analysis filters, which can be divided into even and
odd parts to generate a poly-phase matrix P(z) as in (2).
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The Euclidean algorithm recursively finds the greatest
common divisors of the even and odd parts of the original
filters. Since h(z) and g(z) form a complementary filter pair,
P(z) can be factorized into (3):
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where si(z) and ti(z) are Laurent polynomials corresponding to
the prediction and update steps, respectively, and k is a
nonzero constant. Therefore, the filter bank can be factorized
into three lifting steps.
The lifting steps of the 9/7 filter are specified in JPEG2000
[5] and described from Eq. (4) to Eq. (11).
1. Splitting step:

d i0 = x2 i +1 ,

(4)

s i0 = x 2i

(5)

2. Lifting step:
(first lifting step)

d i1 = d i0 + α × ( si0 + si0+1 ) , (prediction step)

(6)

si1 = si0 + β × (d i1−1 + d i1 ) (update step)

(7)

(Second lifting step)
d i2 = d i1 + α × ( si1 + si1+1 ) , (prediction step)

(8)

si2 = si1 + β × (d i2−1 + d i2 ) (update step)

(9)

3. Scaling step:
d i = K 2 × d i2

(10)

si = K 1 × s i2

(11)

Although the lifting-based scheme involves low
complexity, the long and irregular signal paths are the major
limitations
for
efficient
hardware
implementation.
Additionally, the increasing number of the pipelined registers
increases the internal memory size of the 2-D DWT
architecture [5]. Generally, the 2-D DWT uses a vertical 1-D
DWT subband decomposition and a horizontal 1-D DWT
subband decomposition to obtain the 2-D DWT coefficients.
Therefore, the memory requirement dominates the hardware
cost and complexity of the architectures for 2-D DWT.

Figure 1. The one-level 2-D DWT architecture.

III.

PROPOSED ONE-LEVEL 2-D DWT ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed one-level
2-D DWT architecture. It consists of one 1-D row processor,
internal memory, and one 1-D column processor. After the
row processor performs the 1-D row-wise DWT operation, the
row-processing coefficients are stored in the internal memory.
Once enough row-processing coefficients are collected, the
column processor performs the 1-D column-wise DWT
operation. Both the row and column processors include 5/3
and 9/7 filters. Without loss of generality let us take the 9/7
filter as our example. The external memory is used to store the
LL band output coefficients for the next decomposition
operation. The details of the main components and the overall
2-D DWT architecture are discussed in the following
subsections.
A. Row Processor
Fig. 2 shows the row processor element. The row
processor reads two input signals and writes two output
signals, and it consists of two identical processing elements.
Each processing element contains multiplexers, multipliers,
adders, and registers. Bp, Ba, Bb, and Bc are the internal
memory blocks used to store the original pixels and
coefficients a, b, c, respectively. The details of the internal
memory are discussed in next subsection.
Fig. 3 indicates the input sequence order of the row
processor. The x(i,j) represents the position of the input signal. i
and j represent the direction of the row and column,
respectively. The input sequence order is from left to right, top
to bottom. At every two continuous rows, two signals are
input per clock cycle respectively except the first and the last
rows that one signal is input per clock cycle. For example, at
beginning the input sequence order is from x(0,0) to x(0,7). Next
it starts from x(1,0) and x(2,0) to x(1,7) and x(2,7). When the input
sequence order of the last row is finished, it starts from the
next column and then repeats the identical manner as
mentioned until the last element.
B. Internal Memory
Because of the input sequence order of the row processor,
the internal memory requirement of the N×N 2-D 5/3 mode
DWT is 2N, and that of the 2-D 9/7 mode DWT is 4N. Fig. 4
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Figure 2. The row processor element.
Figure 4. The diagram of the internal memory.

Figure 5. The column processor element.
Figure 3. The input sequence order of the row processor.

shows the internal memory that is used to store the three
coefficients a, b, c, and the original pixel p. a, b, and c are
output after calculating equations (6), (7), and (8). When the
input sequence order changes to next column, all of the new
output coefficients are calculated by the overlapped
coefficients and two original coefficients. For example, a(0,2) is
calculated by the original pixels p(0,4), p(0,5), and p(0,6). b(0,2) is
calculated by the overlapped coefficient a(0,1), the original
pixel p(0,4), and the overlapped coefficient a(0,2). c(0,1) is
calculated by the overlapped coefficients b(0,1), a(0,1), and b(0,2).
d(0,1) is calculated by the overlapped coefficients c(0,0), b(0,1),
and c(0,1). Since the overlapped coefficients are needed for
calculating, the internal memory is required to store them for
the row processing.
C. Column Processor
Fig. 5 shows the column processor element. The column
processor also reads two signals and writes two signals, and it
consists of two identical processing elements. For the column
processor, it also has overlapped problems, but only a few
registers are used to store these overlapped coefficients instead
of internal memory.

Fig. 6 shows the input sequence order of the column
processor. The column processor takes high-pass coefficients
and low-pass coefficients as its inputs. Here let us take the
high-pass coefficients as an example. H(i,j) represents the
position of the high-pass coefficient; i and j represent the
direction of the row and column, respectively. The input
sequence order is from top to bottom, left to right. At
beginning the input sequence order is from H(0,0) to the last
one of the first column. Next it starts from H(0,1) and repeats
the identical manner until the last one of the last column.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The proposed 2-D DWT architecture has considered the
trade-offs between low internal memory and low complexity
in the VLSI implementation. The hardware cost and
performance comparisons of our 2-D DWT 9/7 filter
architecture and other similar architectures for JPEG2000 are
listed in Table I. According to Table I, the proposed 2-D DWT
architecture outperforms previous works in the aspects of
internal memory size and critical path. This 2-D DWT
architecture is frame-based that the reduction of the internal
memory is significant. It adopts parallel and pipelining
schemes to reduce the internal memory requirement and
increase the operation speed. Shifters and adders are used to
replace multipliers in the computation to reduce the hardware
cost. A dual mode (5/3 and 9/7) 256×256 2-D DWT was
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designed and simulated with VerilogHDL and further
synthesized by the Synopsys design compiler with TSMC
0.18μm 1P6M CMOS standard process technology to verify
the performance of the proposed hardware architecture; the
performance specifications are listed in Table II.
The proposed architecture is capable of processing 1080p
with processing rate of 124M samples/sec, frame rate of 30
fps, and sampling rate of (4:2:2). Because the processing
throughput of our proposed architecture is 2, the processing
rate can be reduced to 62M samples/sec. The operation speed
of this architecture is high enough to support the processing
rate.

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a memory-efficient VLSI architecture
of lifting-based 2-D DWT for motion-JPEG2000. Because of
the modified lifting-based algorithm, for an N×N image the
internal memory sizes of the proposed 2-D DWT for 5/3 and
9/7 filters are 2N and 4N, respectively. Compared with other
previous architectures, the internal memory size of the
proposed architecture is very small. Based on the proposed
architecture, a dual mode (5/3 and 9/7) 256×256 2-D DWT
was designed and simulated with VerilogHDL and further
synthesized by the Synopsys design compiler with TSMC
0.18μm 1P6M CMOS standard process technology. The
prototyping chip takes 29,196 gate counts and can operate at
83 MHz operating frequency. Due to the characteristics of low
memory size and high operation speed, it is suitable for VLSI
implementation and can support various real-time image/video
applications such as JPEG2000, motion-JPEG2000, MPEG-4
still texture object decoding, and wavelet-based scalable video
coding.
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